STATISTICAL REPORTING CRITERIA
Goal Scoring Chances:
- Every shot on goal resulting from an offensive play from the team
- Offensive plays not concluded with a shot on goal, but that could have resulted in a shot if the
player had reached the ball on the last pass, or if he hadn’t missed the shot opportunity, or if
had managed to control the ball
Assist:
-

Any voluntary pass that allows a teammate to have a goal scoring chance
Winning assist if the teammate scores a goal

-

Any shot targeted at the opponent’s goal, both resulting in shots on and off target

Shots:

o

Shots are further divided in:
▪

Shots on plays: shots resulting from an offensive move

▪

Shot resulting from set-pieces: shots taken on the second touch off a set-piece
(e.g. indirect free kicks, corners, throw-ins, goal kicks)

▪

Shots from set-pieces: direct shots from free kicks and corners.

Ball Possession:
- Counted in minutes and seconds (also expressed in %). The time is the sum of all ball
possessions of a team, counted from the moment in which the team gains certain possession to
the moment of its loss either to the other team, or because of the ball going out of bounds, or
because of the referee interrupting play.
Balls Lost:
- Due to technical error in ball control, resulting in loss of the ball to an opponent or in the ball
going out of bounds
- Due to a tackle, starting from a situation of certain possession of the ball
- Due to an error in a short pass to an open teammate
- Due to an error in passing the ball to an area of the field not controlled by teammates
Balls Won:
- By tackling an opponent who had certain possession and finalizing the recovery of the ball
either by the player who made the tackle or by one of his teammates
- By intercepting a pass and finalizing the recovery of the ball either by the player who made the
interception or by one of his teammates
Counter-Attack:
- Fast offensive play developing from a team’s defensive zone and with an equal or superior
number of players than the opposing team’s defense
Long Ball:
- Offensive play developing off a long pass from a team’s difensive zone, without an offensive
move

Corners:
-

Corner kicks called but not played due to end of playing time are not counted

Bookings and Send-Offs
- Disciplinary sanctions are recorded live and remain unofficial until formalization by the
competent organs

